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Designed to give dental assistants and dental hygienists a solid understanding of the clinical use of

dental materials, this outstanding new text covers critical topics and includes only the technical

information related to the responsibilities of practicing dental assistants and hygienists. In

user-friendly language, it discusses the dental material's chemical makeup, preparation, and safe

handling. The practical focus shows readers how to mix, use, and apply dental materials,

emphasizing their use in relation to the patient's course of treatment and the dental assistant's or

hygienist's role in their application. A hands-on, illustrated approach to procedures explains how to

perform each step, with rationales explaining why the step is necessary. A color insert demonstrates

visual topics, such as the effect of bleaching on tooth coloration. Competency sheets at the end of

the book enable readers to test their understanding of how to perform procedures and handle a

variety of dental materials.Clear descriptions of how to mix and apply materials used in the dental

office and lab delineate specifically what dental assistants and dental hygienists need to know on

the job.Hands-on, step-by-step, illustrated procedures for many clinical and laboratory applications

clearly demonstrate each step.Competency sheets for procedures assess the reader's skills and

progress so they can readily identify weaknesses and practice to enhance their skills or prepare for

examinations.Clinical Tips draw attention to important clinical treatment steps and offer

easy-to-remember hints for more efficient care of patients and handling of materials.Caution

highlights alert students to the dangers of hazardous materials and procedures, helping readers

understand how to protect themselves, manage hazardous material, and remain aware but be at

ease in a potentially dangerous situation.A color insert at the front of the book contains 11 full-color

photographs essential to understanding certain visual topics, such as the color variations of teeth

before and after bleaching.Topics for Discussion feature case-based critical thinking scenarios

presented at the end of each chapter that can be used to faciliate classroom discussion or help

readers develop their critical independent thinking.A resource appendix contains information on how

to access various sources of related information in the print and electronic media, serving as an

in-depth guide to the best sources of information on a subject.A conversion table appendix

introduces readers to various types of measurements and their conversion to smaller increments or

different types of measurement systems, mainly from the U.S. system to the metric system.Tables

break down complex technical and scientific information, and chemical and mathematical properties

of materials are simplified in easy-to-understand columns and rows, with user-friendly

language.Boxes present essential information in short, clear, to-the-point lists with bullets or

numbers, reinforcing and building on topics that have just been discussed.Key terms introduce and



define new words to be found in the upcoming chapter to familiarize readers with key dental terms

commonly used in discussing chapter material.Topics for Discussion present case-based scenarios

that introduce dental practice scenarios related to the chapter topic, followed by pertinent questions

to challenge readers' independent, creative, decision-making skills and illustrate possible ways to

successfully approach and resolve a situation.Multiple-choice review questions at end of each

chapter test the reader's understanding of the material and point out any specific areas of weakness

for additional study.Chapter outlines and objectives introduce readers to what they will be expected

to know after studying the upcoming chapters.A complete glossary of terms from all chapters are

defined in alphabetical order so readers can easily look up any term at any time.A reference list at

end of each chapter lists various sources of information relevant to each chapter for additional

information about the principles and properties of the dental materials discussed.
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Apposed to my Modern Dental Assisting book, this book goes into great detail for dental materials.

This is considered to be a large part of your job as a Dental Assistant. I will be a EFDA- Expanded

Function Dental Assistant, so this book for me is necessary. The illustrations are great and the way

things are explained makes for easy comprehension. I did not however see illustration or direction

on making a mounted articulated jaw with maxillary and mandibular dentition for occlusion reasons,

etc.



came as described great condition

I chose this book from this seller because it was stated that the book was like new. Upon opening

the book I found that it had MANY highlighting marks and that the answers at the end of the

chapters had been answered and written it in. The book was not in the condition as described upon

purchase.

This book is great except it's pretty dry. Not very interesting to read and kind of hard to follow

because of the flow of information. The lab sections were very helpful with the broken down steps

and pictures.

I realize I have teeth, and with teeth come great responsibility. I also came to the conclusion that a

book on dental materials would help out my sister as she is in school for dental things and would

need this book per order of her teacher. I bought this book thinking of my sister. I love my sister.

My friend purchased this for a job that she wanted (dental assistant) and she read and studied this

book amongst others and learned a lot. She was not even in school for dental assisting. When she

got the job, she knew more that other new workers. Great buy.

Good for price

Bought this book to study for an exam...I would recommend a newer publication but clear, concise

and comprehensive. I passed the exam!
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